Cookbook buyers and foodies the world over have come to count on Ten Speed to introduce exciting young chefs and up-and-coming cuisines. In the tradition of Mark Miller's COYOTE CAFE, ROYS FEASTS FROM HAWAII, and CHARLIE TROTTER's, we are proud to bring you a haute take on one of America's most traditional cuisines—that of the Texas ranch. But don't be thinking ribs, beans, and biscuits . . . . unless, of course, you're thinkin' South Texas Venison Ribs with Peanut Dipping Sauce, Black Bean Nachos with Chargrilled Chicken, and West Texas Biscuit Pudding with Southern Comfort en Glace. You see, at the Reata Restaurant in West Texas, hot new chef Grady Spears is cooking cowboy cuisine with an emphasis on the cuisine. Filled with fresh, strong flavors, fascinating ranch memorabilia (these Texans take their history seriously!), gorgeous full-color food photography, and truly marvelous, utterly real food, this is
American cooking at its kick-off-your-boots-and-get-down-to-business greatest.

Features:
* ISBN13: 9781580080040
* BUY WITH CONFIDENCE, Over one million books sold! 98% Positive feedback. Compare our books, prices and service to the competition. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

Guys, if you want to upgrade your lifestyle from bachelor chow, if you want to impress the ladies, and most of all, if you want to have decent food at home or at work, you NEED this book. Now.

The stories are great, the author is a killer chef, and best of all, these are recipes YOU will like. If nothing else, get it to get the secret of his grill spice blend - it takes anything and makes it instantly a cut above anything else you've made.

But best of all, Mr. Spears shows us that cooking is not some girlie man thing, its a cool thing. You'll eat better food, and women will realize you rock. I'm not kidding. Buy it now!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
A Cowboy in the Kitchen: Recipes from Reata and Texas West of the Pecos by Robb Walsh - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!